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personal error in rapidly taking readings is reduced to a
nlinimum. It is claimed by the manufacturer that careiul
laboratory tests with the Ineter on constant current values
and on all kinds of rapidly fluctuating current values, show
it to be correct to within two per cent.
The meter can be used with accuracy on either direct
or alternating-current circuits of all commercial frequencies,
an ammeter shunt of proper capacity -being supplied for
use on direct current and a current transformer for alternating-current circuits.

Electrical Equipment Including 120-Ton Electric Locomotives for Chilean

Mining Railroad.
Heavy machinery intended for export is ofte~ assembled
at the factory and shipped on the decks of ocean liners to the
distant point where it may be immediately placed in service.
Electric locomotives weighing 41 tons each were hoisted to the
decks of freighters in New York and shipped completely assembled to the Canal Zone \vhere they were used for towing vessels through the Panama Canal locks. There are several other
instances where complete locomotives have been loaded directly
on the decks of ocean-going stearn vessels.
When it was necessary to ship three 120-ton electric locomotives to the Bethlehem-Chile Iron Mines Company at Tofo,
Chile, however, the lifting capacities of the ship and dock
cranes were insufficient for either loading the complete locomotives in New York on board vessels or for removing them
on arrival at the destination. It was therefore necessary to
take the locomotives apart, classify the different parts according to size and weight and box them into shipping cases of a
size easily handled by the ship and dock cranes. In this form
the parts of a single locomotive occupied eight freight cars
and, although one package alone weighed 23 tons, the shipments were put aboard vessels without mishap and made the
forty-day voyage to Cruz Grande.
The locomotives were made and ere.cted in the Erie Works
of the General Electric Company just as if they were to be
shipped out on their own trucks. Then they were put on test
tracks and given thorough tryouts under actual operating conditions. The tests were made operating under load on 2,400volt direct-current trolley and were of a nature sufficiently
severe to bring out any defect of material or workmanship.
The regenerative-braking system was given a thorough test
with the aid of other 2,400-volt locomotives which were being
tested for the Butte, Anaconda & Pacific and the Canadian
Northern railroads.
The construction of the Bethlehem-Chile locomotives is along
the lines laid down in the half units of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul electric locomotive. There is, however, no arrangement for heating passenger trains and there are no guiding trucks. The complete unit is equipped with four GE-253,
1,SOO-3,OOO-volt motors having a normal one-hour rating of
240 horsepower each on 2,400 volts. The locomotives are
geared for a speed at a rated load 0 f 12.2 miles per hour and
are capable of exerting a tractive effort of 42,000 pounds at
the hourly rating. Each locomotive is equipped with multipleunit control and regenerative electric braking apparatus.
After the tests were over and the complete testing data
noted each locomotive was taken apart. The parts \vere all
marked or ticketed in systematic order so that the locomotive
could be reassembled as it stood in test. The knocking-down
process started with the removal of the- pantograph trolleys,
followed by taking off the hatch covers of the roof, thus exposing the control and regenerative braking equipment.
Through these openings the smaller parts were taken off, in-'
eluding the motor-generator set, the air compressor and control-equipment supports with contactors.
\Vhile these parts were being boxed for shipment, the roof,
weighing about five tons, was removed. In the building the
cab, to facilitate disassembling, the roof and sides were fas-
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tened with bolts and nuts with suitable inside flanges, instead
of using solid rivets.
Following the removal of the roof, all electrical connections
were opened up, the various panels, contactor compartments
and other apparatus were removed and the, sides and end fralning taken down. The platform proper was the heaviest part
of the shipment, weighing about 16.5 tons. T'ogether with the
roof and the necessary boxing for shipment, this package
weighed nearly 23 tons, the heaviest single article in the
shipment
The motors were then removed from the trucks, brake rigging and other accessory apparatus was disassembled, the trucks
separated and the axles removed. When completely prepared
for rail shipment, the 120-ton locomotive occupied eight cars,
including three box cars for the small package shipment and
five flat cars for the heavier packages and the unboxed parts.
The railway upon which' these direct-current locomotives
will be operated is 15 mile5 long and extends from the port of
Gruz Grande (about 300 miles north of Valparaiso, Chile) to
the mining village located about four miles inland at Tofo.
The iron mine at this point is located about 2,200 feet above
sea level and consists of two hills of iron ore which is removed as is trap-rock quarrying.
The railroad is standard-gauge single-track with a uni form
grade of three per cent for 14 miles and about one mile near
the mines with one-per-cent grade. The trains will consist
of an electric locomotive and from 12 to 20 fifty-ton ore cars.
On account of the elevation of the line all the loaded cars come
down grade. The motive power consists of' three locomotives
referred to, operated from a 2,400-volt catenary trolley supported on concrete poles on the main line and from a 1,200volt third-rail at the docks. It will be noted that while the
mines are only four miles inland the railroad is 15 miles long.
This circuitous route was necessary in order to limit the grades
and the' railroad is constructed in four loops, thus restricting
the grade to a maximum of three per cent.
A power plant has been installed capable of furnishing sufficient power for mining and transporting 5,000 tons of ore per
day with provision for additional equipment to double the
capacity. The present equipment consists of two 3,500-kilowatt Curtis steam turbines generating three-phase, 60-cycle alternating current and one 300-kilowatt 60-cycle turbine for
lighting and small power service.
The railway substation equipment is located in the power
house and consists of two 1,OOO-kilowatt, 2,400-volt direct-current units operating directly from the 2,300-volt buses. On
account of the circuitous route, there is considerable saving
feeder copper since a portion of the feeder takes a direct route
f rom the mines to the docks.
In order to provide for suitable control on heavy down-grade
work, these locomotives are provided with regenerative-braking equipment similar to that supplied to the Chicago, Mihvaukee & S1. Paul Railway for use on its main-line electrification.
The regenerative braking control win permit the locomotives
to descent the grades with ordinary loads without the use of
air brakes, thus returning power to the system and also making appreciable saving in wear on brake shoes, wheels and
rails.
The air-brake equipment on the locomotives is also of interest, since it contains several new features which will enable the
locomotive to descend with a greater load than can be held
back by the regenerative~brakingequipment alone. This outfit
provides for either straight or automatic operation either on
the train alone, the locomotive alone or both together. In addition to this the cars are provided with an empty and loaded
brake to secure maximum braking power on each car whether
empty or loaded. The trains will descend at about 12 miles
an hour, at which speed with a trailing load of J,500 tons, the
locomotive will retu'rn approximately· 1,000 kilowatts to the
line. The schedule will be so arranged that the empty train
going up wilt take power from a loaded train coming down the
hin. Excess power will be absorbed by switching operations
at the mines and docks.
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